
CHAPTER II

168 MILES PER GALLON!

As impodble as “168 miles per gallon“ may

mind. this feat has already been accomplished

'- an American car!

Some time ago. even before our present “high

efficiency“ engines were built. research em

gineers scored this astounding record in a series

of gas mileage tests conducted in West River.

Illinois. How they did it wasn‘t easy . . . the en-

gine was reworked and the car was stripped of

everything that would save weight. power. and

wind resistance. Added to this was the engineer‘s

trick drin'ng skill put to effective use under a

set of almost ideal conditions not found in nor-

Ina! traffic.

Although it would be imposible for the aver

age driver to get anywhere near 168 miles on a

single gallon of gasoline. this record does prove

two things: Not only does it demonstrate the

tremendous gas mileage potential of a reworked

automobile — but it also proves that the most

important controllable factor in economy is the

iiver’s kl!
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THE ECONOMY RUN CONTESTS

Even more meaningful to the motoring pub-

lic are the big cross-country economy runs. such

as the annual Mobil gas and Union/Pure Oil

Economy Runs. Cars entered in the major runs

are strictly factory stock. selected at random.

carefully tuned to factory specs and given a nor-

mal breaking-in period. The contest results are

extremely revealing in that they give the public

an impartial and thorough evaluation of a new

car's performance abilities. Contest mles pre-

vent gimmicks or modifications to the car -

which means they are like the cars you and I

drive.

These contests prove dramatically that any

standard American mass-produced car can ob-

tain tremendous mileage at reasonably fast aver

age speeds if drlvea economically. There‘s no

real mystery to it. The economy-run driver has

a thorough mastery of the smooth and efficient

driving techniques described in this book. He

does employ tricks. however. the average dri-

ver wouldn't want to use. For example. windows

are rolled up to reduce wind drag: and heaters.

radios. and cigarette lighters go unused for fear

of draining precious power.

The expert driver can also improve economy

just by taking his shoes off. His bare foot “feels”

for the right accelerator pressure with uncanny

accuracy. .

Although you don‘t drive this way — you can

come close to economy records made by pro-

feasionals because you have an advantage: You

can apply most of the accepted economy~run

driving techniques as well as make simple en-

gine adjustments that are not permitted in the

contests. Who knows — maybe you can even

beat the Economy Run record for your car.

But remember. whether you drive barefoot

or not. you can‘t accomplish much if your car

is not in good running order —- for a sick horse

can never pull a full load.

Double Your Gas Mileage!

PROVE TO YOURSELF YOU CAN GET

4 to 10 MORE MILES PER GALLON

This book also promises that you can drama-

tically increase — and in some cases doable -—

your present gas mileage. To prove it. we invite

you to make this MPG test before and aftet read-

ing the following pages.

If you don't know the miles-per-gallon you're

getting now. refer to the end of this section and

read the chapter entitled. “How Much Gas Do

You Really Use?“ Then read carefully the rest

of the section and apply as many of the economy

driving tips listed as you can.
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Now check your mileage. You'll be amazed same car. In addition. nearly eve

at how much your driving has improved and tip that is translated into practice

how much money you've saved! You'll also find you oil. tires, and repair bills.

that your driving habits alone can make as much .

as a 4 to 10 miles-per-gallon difference in the Try It and see for yourself!

will also “We

MILES-PER-GALLON CALCULATOR

m '6:

Simply lay a piaca at

paper or anything with

a straight edge over

llaitl * scale and

the middle mileage acala.

The edge that came:

the third column will

indicate your car: m

miles par gallon. For

example, it a line ahava

were continued am

the thrae scales, a ear

that traveled 400 miles

on 20 gallons alga:

would average 20 miles

par gallon.

GAS MILES

PURCHASED TRAVELED

ECONOMY DRIVING TECHNIQUES

Millions of miles of road tests made by gaso-

line companies and car manufacturers have

proven conclusively that a driver is a direct 50%.

or more, controllable factor in fuel economy.

The most economical car, given the best car

care, will give poor mileage if driven wastefully.
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The basic rules for achieving maximum econ-

omy cost you nothing to apply. They are simply

a matter of common sense, requiring only a lit‘

tle effort and practice. Try the following tech-

niques for a few weeks, and then check your

mileage again to see how your fuel bills have

Les Viland. nation's No. 1 economy driver gassing a decreased.

Rambler prior to a contest. Mr. Viland has driven

Motors ‘2 cuss 5"” in "1% big economy L Drive at uniform speeds - A steady “feather

run "8' foot“ driver can save 50% more fuel than the

Mf-Wlnduvs.'m'ls no mmrv in driving economy. erratic driver who changes speed often ml:

It mm” m” reasonable “r m and mm the sharply. That's why the legendary little 0

Tan Commandmts of common courtesy behind the ,, . . ill actually
‘ .. - - ~ . - - lady who dnves m fits and starts. W

.0 . u vwired Histnmalymeavmo psaralndudedm thefollow- more the WI mad!»
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along the highway at a steady 60. Both very low

and very high speeds can rob the gas tank.

is
a

2. Drive with a shady foot

- A major "hidden" cause

of gas waste is the driver

who unconsciously juggles

the accelerator pedal. Ad-

just your seat to a comfor-

table position. so your foot

will not bounce up and

down on the accelerator

and fluctuate the throttle

as the car hits bumps in

the road.

3. Avoid foll-fhrofflo starts — That green light

isn't a starting flag and you’re not on the race

track. Beating the other car away from the traf-

tic light will cut down mileage about 5 miles per

gallon. When starting from a dead stop. press

the pedal slowly and steadily. Flooring the throt-

tie and backing-off squirts more gas into the

engine than it needs. The rest passes out the ex-

haust — unused.

4. Paco yourself in truf-

fie — You can easily save

1 gallon of gas out of every

3 by driving with the traf-

fie instead of fighting it.

Let the traffic lights work

for you. When you see the

light up ahead turn red.

slow down and let the mo-

tor brake your speed: then.

when the light turns green.

you're still rolling and a

slight pressure on the ac-

celerator will bring you

back to driving speed.

Many times. the speed at

which signal lights are set

will be posted. Unless the

traffic backs up. you can

make all green lights if you

drive evenly at the posted

speed.

5. Avoid fast stops -- Fast

stops not only burn brake

linings. but they also waste

the momentum produced

by the gas burned earlier

in the engine. Whenever

possible. coast up to a red

light or stop sign rather

than slamming on the

brakes and wasting fuel to

start again. Remember.

you use 9 times as much

gas picking up speed from

a dead stop than acceler-

ating from 5 miles an hour.
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6. Pass ears the right way -- “Drive ahead" by

being alert for what drivers in front of you may

do. Keep a safe distance between you and the

car ahead. or about 1 car length for every 10

miles an hour of acceleration. This will not only

help you avoid accidents but eliminate sudden

stops. When you're ready to pass. go around the

vehicle accelerating smoothly and steadily: then.

after passing him. swing back into the right lane

with the same ease.

7. Use this "foothorfoot" trick — Here is a gas-

stretching trick not widely known: When you‘ve

reached cruising speed on level road. with

a steady foot let up slightly on the throttle. With

practice you can do this without noticeable speed

loss. If you had a vacuum gauge attached to your

dash you‘d notice this type of driving maintains

the vacuum reading at its highest. indicating

maximum fuel economy. if your speed drops.

gently bring it back up and repeat the process

again.

8. Cruise of realistic highway speeds — High

speed is the arch enemy of fuel economy. For

example. at 80 miles an hour a car will use 50%

more fuel than when doing 50. Test drivers have

proven again and again that the speeding mo-

torist gains little or no extra time because he

becomes more involved in traffic entanglements.

9. Start your engine carefully — After starting.

you can begin driving as soon as the oil gauge

shows normal pressure. Don't race the en-

gine. but drive slowly at an even speed for the

first few blocks. Avoid “jack-rabbit" starts or

. excessive speeds until the temperature gauge

rises to the normal zone. You'll save enough

gas during this period to travel many times that

distance when the engine is warm. On cold days.

allow the engine to idle a few minutes before

driving.
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10. Shift from lower gears as soon as possible

— With a conventional gear shift. stay in low

gear only long enough to get smoothly under-

way and on level road — don‘t keep the car in

low long beyond a speed of S or 10 miles an hour.

Shift to second gear at 15 miles an hour. and

into high when you reach 20. Don‘t “gun” the

motor between gear changes. When driving an

“overdrive car“. get into overdrive as soon as

the cut-in speed is reached. With cars having

automatic transmissions. a moderate and steady

acceleration will permit shifting sooner and save

gas.

ll. Avoid idling — Always shut off the engine

when you park. Idling requires a rich fuel mix-

ture and consumes about a half a gallon of gas

an hour. Unnecessary engine racing when the

car is stopped also wastes gas.

12. Consolidate short trips — Any trip less than

10 miles will use far more gas per mile than a

longer trip of 30 to 100 miles. This is because it

takes a lot of power to get everything going. The

entire car has to be warmed up. including the

engine. wheel bearing. transmission. axles. etc.

So remember. the shorter the trip. the less fuel

economy. Plan your short trips and do them all

at once to save warm up fuel. The graph on

Page 12 illustrates how various types of driving

affects fuel consumption.

13. Hills — The best econ-

omy driving up a hill is a

running start. When ap-

proaching a steep hill. ac-

celerate S to 10 miles an (r J

hour above your normal PE

speed before you reach

it. The additional momen-

turn will carry you a great-

er distance before you

have to change gears. On

smaller hills. hold a steady

throttle as you ascend

even though you may slow

down some. The speed

you lose will be regained

economically on the down-

grade. But always shift to

a lower gear before “lug-

ging“. or jerky laboring.

begins.
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14, Roads and loads -— A type of road that often

more than normal tire resistance will cost you

more gas. Muddy and loose gravel roads are an

example; avoid them whenever possible. An-

other tip: when you're carrying an extra heavy

load. of luggage or passengers. reduce your

cruising speed or count on burning more gas.

15. Weather conditions — Few drivers are aware

of the extravagant effect Old Man Winter has

on fuel economy. In fact. it has been estimated

a car capable of traveling 20 miles on a gallon

of gas may average less than 10 miles a gallon

during the first several miles in freezing weather,

Ordinarily, it takes about 6 to 8 miles or 20 min-

utes of steady driving for the engine to warm up

in real cold weather. After that: maximum mileage

can be obtained. In wmter It's always wise to

park your car where there‘s protection from

freezing winds. Any shelter will help. even an

unheated garage or carport. But on long trips

fuel economy may still be reduced (see the chart

pg. 123 by moderately low temperatures even

when the engine has reached its normal opera-

ting temperature.

16. Go with the wind — Tests conducted in a

recent automobile economy run showed a 12

mile an hour tail wind could cause a car travel-

ing at 40 miles an hour to achieve 25% more

miles per gallon. than when traveling at the same

speed against a head wind. The effect of the

wind would be even greater at higher speeds.

since its effect increases relatively with the ve-

hicle speed. So when bucking strong head winds.

reduce speed to save gas. If the wind is danger-

ously strong. it'll be safer — and cheaper — to

discontinue driving until the late afternoon when

most strong winds subside. Conversely. a tail

wind makes it practical to increase speed with-

out wasting fuel.

I7. Rain and snow — These have an adverse

effect on economy. of course. Tests prove even

a wet pavement can reduce mileage 1 mile a

gallon of gas. It takes even more fuel to push a

car through soft. wet snow. The smart driver

will reduce speed when encountering any poor

road conditions.
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18. Never overfill the gas tank — Resist the

urge to “lill-er-up". Gas expands with heat and

you'll lose some of it when it's brimming full ——

especially on the turns. Learn to estimate how

much gas to buy in order not to overfill it. Keep

the tank above the half-full mark. since this saves

gas from evaporating in warm weather. It also

checks condensation. which is the major reason

for frozen fuel lines in the winter.

DOES "SPEED-CHEA TIN "

REALL Y SA VE TIME?

To answer this question. a former Indianapolis

speedway driver once made a lOO-mile test drive

near New York City. He carefully obeyed all

traffic rules: he didn‘t exceed the speed limit.

drove with the traffic, coasted up to stop signs.

maintained a steady throttle. and only passed

other vehicles when necessary. He had a com-

fortable trip and averaged 16 miles on a gallon

of gas.

But on the return trip. over the same strip of

highway. he drove in the opposite fashion: he

cut in and out of traffic. jumped traffic lights.

ignored stop signs. broke numerous traffic laws.

and arrived home exhausted. His gas mileage

dropped to 8 miles a gallon —- exactly in half.

His “speed-cheating" had saved him only 1]

minute- and nearly cost him his driver's license!

"WORLD'S BEST

GAS SAVER". . . YOU/

Car owners often ask. "How can I get more

miles on a gallon of gas?" But few realize they

already possess most of the answer — right un-

der their right foot.

We have emphasized before that the accel-

erator pedal and its use is the most important

factor in fuel economy, and it's worth further

elaboration. Many drivers have saved as much

as 1 gallon of gas out of every 4 simply by cor-

recting a few bad driving habits.

One of the worst habits you could acquire is

to drive with a “nervous toot", jiggling the accel-

erator, a habit which “kicks” the throttle and

squirts more fuel into the engine than it can ef-

fectively burn. In addition, the sudden release

of the gas pedal at speed causes crankcase oil

to be sucked up into the cylinder which further

increases carbon build-up and oil consumption.

To correct this gas and oil waste. you must

teach your right foot to “think”. Any of the fol-

lowing devices will aid you in driving more

efficiently:

A temporary reminder can be made by taping

an ordinary plastic sponge or soft spring to the

bottom of the accelerator pedal. When properly

located, it’ll exert pressure on the pedal when

depressed. This throttle “reminder” can teach

even the most careless drivers in a short time to ’

drive with a steadier, lighter touch. It‘ll also

teach a driver to coordinate the throttle better

with the shift points of an automatic transmis-

sion, and act as a “speed reminder" for novice

drivers. But use a light enough spring or sponge

so the driver can over-ride it for extra passing

or hill-climbing power.

An even more effective economy aid is a dash-

board mounted vacuum gauge. By driving with



ugliest reading. you save

gas simply by driving at a more efficient throttle

setting. A heavy foot or any mis-use of the throt-

tie will instantly show up as a lower reading on

the dial.

A newer and less expensive “mileage-minder"

is a small dash mounted signal that flashes a dif-

ferent colored light every time you drive waste-

the dial pointer at it‘s 1

fully.

   

  MILEAGE

DATE READING

  
   

Either device will give you visible pro [
U

you are driving right or wrong Bum Will that

you to drive with a lighter fom as Well “larch‘ . eip

you correct any uneconomical driving h ‘

you may unconsciously develop ., ‘hCrehy saims

enough gas to pay for themselves in a Shori iivmg' me.

With prudent and correct use of the mm”

you'll be surprised at the fuel savings that tc

be chalked up. Practice makes perfect, and SSan

your own right foot can become as good as

“gas-saver" you could buy! ‘ y

AVERAGE

MILES PER GALLON

GALLONS

PURCHASED


